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Abstract: We present an architecture for multiplexed quantum repeaters using local con-
nectivity to improve fidelity in entanglement distribution. Simulations indicate our scheme 
achieves rates comparable to competing schemes, with fidelity improvements that increase 
with repeater size. 

1. Introduction

Quantum communication and distributed quantum computing require quantum entanglement to be shared between
distant parties. One of the challenges involved in establishing entanglement between distant qubits is that of
photon loss in the connection between the qubits, severely limiting the rate of entanglement generation. Therefore,
quantum repeaters have been proposed that can potentially achieve better performance than the direct connection
alone. Networks of quantum repeaters can then distribute entanglement between many clients.

We consider emission-based entanglement protocols for quantum repeater networks of solid-state qubits con-
nected by photonic links (Figure 1a). These protocols involving photon-mediated entanglement [1, 2] require
detector stations between repeater nodes. We abstract these physical links into connections that can be used to
distribute entanglement [3]. These connections can be multiplexed, for example temporally, spectrally or spatially.

Current proposals for creating quantum repeaters typically consider a single optical access point per repeater
qubit register. In this paper, we show that exploiting high local connectivity between qubits at repeater nodes
allows for higher fidelity entanglement for equivalent qubit number.

2. Hybrid Repeater Scheme

Consider a repeater that connects two client nodes, Alice and Bob. Typical repeater protocols establish entan-
glement with Alice first, before attempting entanglement with Bob (Figure 1b). The repeater must thus hold its
Alice-entangled register for the time it takes to establish entanglement with Bob. Our proposed scheme allows
both Alice and Bob to attempt entanglement with the repeater simultaneously. The repeater then uses local, low-
loss connections to link Alice’s and Bob’s entangled qubits (Figure 1c), thereby establishing entanglement across
the channel. This “hybrid” scheme, using both distant lossy channels and local low-loss channels, thus only has to
hold any entangled register for the difference in time to establish entanglement on either side of the repeater, re-
ducing the amount of time any Alice- or Bob-entangled register has to idle before it is consumed. These entangled
registers then have less time to decohere, improving the fidelity of the entangled pair distributed to Alice and Bob.

Increasing the repeater size (i.e. the number of repeater registers) allows us to exploit the multiplexed modes in
a single connection. For a fair comparison of repeater schemes, we compare repeaters of the same total number of
qubits. All repeater registers make exactly 1 entanglement attempt with a client node in a single clock cycle. The
clock rate is limited by the round-trip time of flight between a detector station and the connected repeater node.

The hybrid repeater matches Alice-entangled registers with Bob-entangled registers as they are generated. We
consume entangled repeater registers using Bell state measurements that teleport repeater qubits onto client qubits.
For simplicity, Alice- and Bob-entangled registers are consumed in their order of generation.

3. Simulation Results

We simulate both the traditional and hybrid repeater schemes using NetSquid [netsquid.org], which is a discrete
event simulator for quantum networks. For the ease of illustration, we use the Barrett-Kok protocol for entangle-
ment generation over distant links with link efficiency η = 0.9 and local links with perfect transmission. However,
our conclusions also hold for other entanglement protocols, and for links with more realistic link efficiencies.

Figure 1d shows the entanglement rate for the hybrid and traditional schemes. The hybrid rate is slightly lower
than, but still comparable to, the traditional rate. We attribute the lowered hybrid rate to the time needed to match
Alice- to Bob-entangled registers. The ratio of hybrid to traditional rates tends to 1 as the repeater size increases.
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Fig. 1. Example of emission-based quantum repeater networks. (a) Illustration of a quantum repeater
network, both with physical links (top) and abstract connections (bottom). (b) Abstract representa-
tion of a traditional repeater scheme. (c) Abstract representation of the proposed hybrid scheme,
which uses local low-loss connections to rapidly generate entanglement between repeater registers.
Local entanglement can then be used to link up Alice-entangled and Bob-entangled registers. (d)
Simulated entanglement generation rates for traditional and hybrid repeater schemes. Error bars are
the standard errors of the mean from 5 independent trials. (e) Simulated ratio of hybrid to traditional
fidelities Fhyb./Ftrad. under various qubit coherence times T2. (T2 is in units of clock cycles.)

Figure 1e shows the ratio of hybrid to traditional entanglement fidelities. As predicted, the hybrid scheme has
a dramatic improvement in fidelities over the traditional scheme, especially when the coherence times of the
registers are low. Data from a wider range of repeater sizes than shown in Figure 1e indicate that the improvement
in fidelity (Fhyb./Ftrad. −1) scales approximately with the cube root of the repeater size.

A hybrid repeater can be realized using recent advances in integrated photonics, such as the fast on-chip switch-
ing of many optical modes. Under realistic qubit coherence times, the hybrid repeater scheme can provide signifi-
cantly improved entanglement fidelities at entanglement rates comparable to traditional repeater schemes.
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